SUPPORTS to Teaching Introductory Computer Science
(with Exploring Computer Science Materials)
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Red: Support #1
Purple: Support #2
Green: Support #3
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ECS professional development
ECS professional development
ECS/ToC [Taste of Computing] training
PD sessions
Regular PDs
Summer PD
Taste of Computing
ECS professional development
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The ECS/ToC team helped me to feel confident and comfortable with
the materials
ECS PD leaders
ToC presenters
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Teachers in my department
Fellow teachers at my school
Other teacher who works with me
Fellow teachers in CTE [Career and Technical Education]
Other teachers in my department
Fellow Teachers
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Other ECS teachers
Other ToC teachers
Regular interactions with other ECS teachers
CS teachers in ToC CSTA [Computer Science Teachers Association]
community
Teachers at other schools
Former teacher colleagues at other schools
Networking with other teachers
Teachers to talk to
CS teachers in external community: NCWIT [National Center for
Women & Information Technology] & SIGCSE [Special Interest Group
on Computer Science Education]
Professional community

Online Community
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Online community
ECS teacher community online
Online CS groups

Instructional
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Materials (technical and non-technical)
Resources provided by the district
Pre-created objectives
Books and reference materials for ALL STUDENTS
Resources
ECS materials
ECS materials
Online Resources
Assessments
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Co-teaching (at least once a week for the whole year) by a computer
scientist from AAAS [American Association for the Advancement of
Science]
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Money
Space
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Program manager
School administrators and computing staff
District administrators
Administrative support
Principal
The administration does provide me with feedback about teaching in
general but doesn’t understand CS and seems a little intimidated by it
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CTE Department
CTE

Sessions

Professional
Development
Facilitators

At My School

Teachers

At Other Schools

Resources
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Stakeholders

Financial and
Physical

Administrative

School and
District/
Organizational
CTE

Students

•
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Student support
Tech savvy students

Parents

•
•

Parental support
The parents have expressed that they are happy with what I am doing

In Spring, 2014, 24 Computer Science teachers in Chicago and
Washington, DC completed a questionnaire that, among other
things, asked them to identify the three biggest supports for and
barriers to their computer science classes. All of the teachers were
using Exploring Computer Science (ECS) instructional materials.

This visual represents what teachers said were their biggest
supports to teaching computer science (unedited).Teachers
were asked to provide a text response for “Support 1” “Support
2” and “Support 3.” Nineteen of the 24 teachers provided at
least one response.

This material is based upon work supported by the National
Science Foundation under Grant Number CNS - 1339256
B A R R I E R S A N D S U P P O R T S TO
IMPLEMENTING COMPUTER SCIENCE

